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Chair Report  - March—April 2020 

I’m delighted to say that we’re doing fairly well with our 
priorities. Memberships are slightly ahead of last year and 6 
more people have committed to renew, which will push us 
above the numbers at the end of April in 2018 and 2017.  
 
Also, despite the fact that in the first 4 months of 2020 we’ve 
dealt with a lot of change, we’ve been able to recruit some 
new Members. 
 

By the way, who said, ‘The more things change, the more they stay the same’? 
 
We started the changes ourselves in January. Chair’s Chatter #1 dealt with the 
reasons for that, and the February Chairman’s Message mentioned changes we’d 
already made to meet our priorities - Member retention and recruitment.  
 
March brought changes which were completely beyond our control. No one expected 
them or the massive impact they would have on Branch activities. However, Covid-
19 had to be taken very seriously and so, in mid-March, we postponed and 
cancelled events before we had to. Chair’s Chatter #2, in late March, continued to 
focus on changes to our Meetings and Events.  
 
Two weeks later, Chair’s Chatter #3, talked about changing how we think in order 
to deal with uncertainty, with examples of how that applied to the Club and Branch.  
 
In Chair’s Chatter # 4, we quoted BC’s 2 top Health officials who make it clear that 
the current restrictions will only be lifted slowly and we’re going to have use ‘hybrid’ 
activities to get the Branch going again. But this puts us firmly back in control of 
change – and so I listed some ideas for those activities.  
 
Back in January I said, “we can’t do any of this without your help”. I said it again in 
the February Beano, and I repeated the call in Chair’s Chatter #4, a few days ago. 
We need your help, your input and for you to volunteer.  
 
Yet 2 things have remained stubbornly the same in the midst of all this change.  
 
The first is that, with the exception of some great input from several brave souls, 
there has been a deafening silence. My phone stays quiet, my email empty. The 
second is that while some people have stepped forward, they are, with one 
exception, all long-term volunteers. This is particularly disappointing in view of the 

Jim Stewart, Branch Chairman 
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4 commitments the Executive made about volunteering back in February. 
 
As I mentioned, the Branch is doing fairly well. We’ve just seen the financial 
statements for the first quarter, which are showing no ill effects from the changes.  
 
We now have an opportunity to get back to doing the things we all love – whether 
it’s sharing information on repairs or restorations, getting out on runs, having some 
social activities or even restarting Monthly Meetings - by bringing fresh ideas to how 
to do them. 
 
We’ve taken a monthly subscription to Zoom video conferencing so we can all 
access the full range of their services. It’ll cost us less than half of what we would be 
paying the Legion if we were meeting there. 
 
But we won’t be really successful if you don’t tell us your ideas, give us your input 
on ours and step up to help us out. 
 
In Chair’s Chatter #1, I said that everything the Executive does is based on 2 
beliefs, the first of which is that you want the Branch to exist for as long as possible.  
 
That will not happen because of 1 or 2 ideas the Executive comes up with, no 

matter how clever they seem to us.  
It will happen as a result of dozens, maybe hundreds, of small things that all of the 

Members do to put those ideas – or their better ones – into action.  
 
I know you want to get the Branch moving again and I know that each and every 
one of you has something unique you can bring to make that happen. So, don’t be 
shy, shake off the lethargy that’s come from years of letting a few volunteers do all 
the work and get involved NOW! 
 
Remember, there’s no such thing as a bad idea! 
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Membership Report 

 

As of publication date we have a total of: 

104 memberships, for a total of 174 members for 2020.    

Contact Dale Kastanis at: oecccibmembers@gmail.com 

      

TIME TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP AND 

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME 

If you have not done so yet, you can  pay 
on-line for your membership, however, you still need 
to fill out the membership application and forward it 
to the Membership Registrar. Your payment goes     
directly  into the branch bank account. 

More information can be found on the link below: 

https://www.oecc.ca/cib/about_us.htm 

To protect members privacy, work is underway and will be 
rolled out at a later date. 

 
 
 

Richard & Rosemarie Baker who have a 2000 Jaguar S type 

mailto:oecccibmembers@gmail.com
https://www.oecc.ca/cib/about_us.htm
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In late March I sent out an email to members asking for articles and I immediately 
received an email from Fred Grey about a Mini Estate Wagon he was going to restore.  
The article is further on in this issue.  As is my normal practice, I skimmed through the 
article and then place it in a sub folder for when I am ready to work on the Beano.  As I 
read through the article in more detail, I realized that this Mini had to have belonged to 
our dear friend Rob Brodie of whom many of you knew.  I have since spoken to both 
Fred Grey and Elaine Brodie and they are quite happy to share this information with 
you.  Elaine told me that Fred was tremendously helpful when he came back for more 
parts and he moved some heavy boxes for her.  Elaine also told me that she only made 
one stipulation to Fred; that he give her a ride in the mini once it is completed!  
Wonderful when members help members. 
 
Next I received a very interesting article from Carl Becker about his interior and 
headliner restoration of his and Donna’s 1994 Jaguar XJSC  which I am sure many 
Jaguar owners who maybe contemplating doing the same, will find most helpful.  
Again, members helping each other. 
 
As no one had submitted a photo of their car for the front page, I contacted Morris 
Barnett and he very kindly sent me several photos.  I then asked Morris if he would 
write an article.  He later sent a very interesting article about, not only his 1958 XK150 
OTS, but also about various cars he has had over the years.  You will see that he also 
has a 1948 Francis Barnett Motorcycle which he has had for 30 years and it sits in his 
living room.  I must say, Coralie must be a very supportive wife. 
 
Also wanting to have another “Get Acquainted” article for this issue, I contacted Jim 
Stewart to write something about himself and Deborah, so Jim sent in some photos and 
an article.  No surprise to those of you that have heard Jim speak, he originally hailed 
from Scotland. 
 
This has been a very strange time for all of us these past couple of months, so hopefully 
you will enjoying reading this issue and really think about sending me something for the 
May-June issue as I am sure most of you will have the time. 
 
I can be reached at hedges.al@gmail.com 

Adèle Hedges  

mailto:hedges.al@gmail.com
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• March - Dennis Millard for organizing 2 runs and Carl Becker for taking on the Brits On The 
Beach Coordinator’s job.  

• April - Ken Hedges for the idea of a Virtual Restoration Fair, Steve Roebuck for the hard work 
of turning the idea into reality and Malcolm Hargrave for his Quizzes. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MEMBERS WHO HAVE HAD A 
BIRTHDAY IN THIS ISSUE AND THOSE WERE MISSED IN 

JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 
 

Send your nominations for future Volunteers of the Month to Jim at jstewart308@gmail.com   

JANUARY 
 

Bill McKay 
Ken Pidwysocki 
Dave Nishioka 
Julie McKay 
Gordon Mason 
Chris Lewry 
Brent Crossley 
Iain Colquhoun 
 
 
 

 
 

MARCH 
 

Marilynn Tarry 
Al Ramsay 
Malcolm Hargrave 
Helen Rice 
Garth Clare 
 
 

 
 

FEBRUARY 
 

Jill Styles 
Val Ramsay 
Pam Peddie 
Jerrie MacFarlane 
Deborah Gray 
Len Smith 
Nigel Parr 
Lynn Morpak 
Ken Hedges 
Norm Hall 
Robin Chambers 
Susan Cook 
 

APRIL 
Carol Smith 
Roger Tarry 
Mike Holliday 
Russ Heughan 
Dave Harris 
Janet Pidwysocki 
Shawn Lightheart 
Marion Heyes 

If we have missed your birthday, please contact Dale Kastanis at oecccibmembers@gmail.com to 
update our  birthday list. 

mailto:jstewart308@gmail.com
mailto:oecccibmembers@gmail.com
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FRONT COVER 

Morris and Coralie Barnett can be seen standing by their 1958 XK150 OTS.   
Morris has shared some more photos and the following article. 

 
A long time ago 

 
 
This whole car thing started in 1962.  I was 14 
and living in North Wales, when I bought my 
first project car for £8, a 1937 Austin 7 Ruby.  
My parents were not too pleased as we already 
had a 1952 Morris Minor which was kept in a 
rented garage and now we had to get two cars 
(about 21 feet total) end to end in a 20 foot 
garage.  Something had to go so out came the 
hacksaw and off went the bumpers of the Ruby.  
That was the first restoration problem I had to 
overcome. 
 

I sold that car 10 years later for £100.  Pretty good you might say but I’d spent 
over £150 on it, so I came out of it a big looser.  Not in memories and good 
times, they will stay with me forever. 
 
Immigrating to Canada and a change of profession from mechanic to the 
construction industry was next on the list, but with little money I lost interest in 
cars and I even hated working on my own VW.  Although my first job in Canada 
was as a mechanic for Grand Prix Motors working on Peugeots.  
 
I settled into living in Vancouver, completed another apprenticeship in carpentry 
and started racing sailboats.   A friend and I then decided to build an ocean going 
sailboat which consumed my life for the next 4 years, and in 1978 we cut the 
dock lines and sailed away.  On my return I was eager to get back into cars. 
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One day in 1982 I spotted a red MK 2 Jaguar with chrome wire wheels and a sun 
roof, my dream car, or so I thought.  My girlfriend and I went for a test drive, it 
smoked a bit but went like the clappers and looked sooo good.  The $8,000  
price tag turned us off, so we kept looking - the bug had got me.  Then I saw it - 
a white XK150 roadster in a garage showroom.  It was not for sale and it didn’t 
really matter since I couldn’t afford it anyway, but that was the car I wanted. 
 
In 1982 I answered an ad in the Vancouver Sun – For Sale - XK 120 roadster, 
metallic blue, wire wheels.  Not the XK150 I really wanted, but we went for a 
drive and I tried to convince my girlfriend to sell her new Honda Accord and she 
could use the 120 as a daily driver.  No deal.   
 
Another ad in the paper for 4 Jaguars, one of them a XK150 roadster stored in 
Bellingham.  So off we went to Bellingham.  As the doors of the large storage 
lock-up rolled open a pink Ford Edsel greeted us, behind was a 66 E type 
roadster, and in the corner, covered in dust and grime, a dilapidated and unloved 
XK150 roadster.  I can still remember my girlfriend’s first words, “this can’t be 
it, can it?”  It was and this became my second restoration. 
 
It was a California car from Laguna Beach and had been sitting there for two 
years.  The red paint had bleached to pink and the grey undercoat was showing 
in several places. There was only a metal frame for a top, the vinyl seats were 
split, the carpets were dust and the front plywood floor (yes the jag has plywood 
flooring) was rotten, and all instruments were smashed.  If this was the inside, 
what was the rest of it like? 
 
The body looked sound, and showed no rust, looking underneath with a light 
showed cobwebs, but very little surface rust, the chassis, sills wheel arches and 
trunk were all sound.  The wire wheels and rotors had surface rust, there was no 
footbrake or clutch, and a seized handbrake, but there was still air in the tires. 
 
The seller, a very motivated seller, wanted $13,000 and after a lot of dickering, 6 
months later we shook hands for $8,000.  I only had $3,000, but the seller agreed 
to finance the rest for 2%.  Did I mention he was motivated? 
 
A telex to Jaguar Coventry (what’s a telex?) confirmed it was about to have its 
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25th birthday when the 12% import duty would no longer be applicable.  So we 
waited for the big day, and headed to Bellingham to pick up the car.  I was able 
to bleed the brakes and clutch and I drove it home.  Amazing! 
 
The restoration began in 1983 and in some ways is still going on today with 
various engine performance upgrades. 
 
In 1986 we took the car on a trip to California driving down Hwy 1 and 101 - a 
3,800 km trip.  This is what the car was built for, top down cruising along 
beautiful winding roads in the sun.  Leaving Vancouver we both had colds and 
coughs, so we stocked up on cough syrup which we used as we drove south.  We 
finally realized that our giddiness had nothing to do with being on holiday in our 
Jag, and everything to do with the alcohol content of the cough syrup.  Happily 
our colds improved in the warm California sun. 
 
I finally did get my girlfriend to sell her Honda and she bought a 1959 Morris 
Minor.  She loved it in the summer, hated it in the winter.  We sold it to a lovely 
couple at a gas station on Burrard St, and purchased a Rover 3500 V8.  What a 
fabulous machine and quite the change from Doris the Morris.   Then I purchased 
a 66 Shelby GT 350 Hertz (1 of 999), it was mostly in boxes but what a car.  It 
took me 18 months to restore it only to 
have it stolen from my underground 
garage.  My mistake, never show a buyer 
where you keep your stuff - it was never 
found.  Luckily the Shelby was fully 
insured so I had no trouble getting the 
full value for the car, $17,000 at the 
time, plus sales tax.  I can imagine what 
it would be worth today. 
 
After that a white XK150 hard top came 
and went, and is still being driven in Vancouver.  Then a 150 convertible was 
purchased from a bank manager, she even gave me a loan to buy it since, as 
usual, I had no money.  This car had a 351 V8 with a Holley 4 barrel and a Hurst 
shifter.  My now wife drove it as a daily driver to work downtown every day and 
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I fixed it on the weekend, talk about a sleeper.  I had more fun in that car 
than I had in the Shelby. 
 
I then took a break from Jags and purchased a 69 MGC, and did a full 
rebuild.  Just like the Austin Ruby, I lost money on this project and started 
looking at motorcycles, a much cheaper hobby.  A Triumph, a BMW R69 
and a 1948 Francis Barnett which has won several awards and I have had 
now for almost 30 years.  It sits in my living room and is decorated every 
Christmas. 
 

Fast forward to today, after 37 years we still have 
our red XK150 roadster.  It is not a trailer queen 
and gets used a lot, it has been seen in many car 
shows over the years and has been in three 
Spring Thaw Adventures where 100 classic cars 
travel over 1,500 km over three days on BC 
backroads, reliability is key. 

 

 
There were 9,396 XK150s of every model made; hard top, convertible and 
roadster.  Jaguar built 2,276 roadsters - our car is 1 of 791 left hand drive 
150s which still exist worldwide.  We are very fortunate to have one. 
 
Submitted by Morris Barnett 
 
 
Editor’s Note:  OTS, (Open Two Seats ) FHC, (Fixed Head Coupe) and DHC (Drop Head Coupe) 
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Early in March I had word of a Mini Morris Estate that was available 
in Victoria. 
I contacted the owner who wished the car to go to a new home. 
I agreed to come and get it but knew few details as to condition etc. 
This was a project car for the lady's husband but unfortunately he became sick and 
passed away. He was in the midst of disassembling the car and restoring. 
As an engineer, he was meticulous in taking all parts off and storing. On arrival in 
Victoria, at a 100 year old home, with a single sliding door, I had to move 2 cars to get 
at the Morris. There was no front end on the car so had to use a dolly to get it out and 
onto a trailer. 
It was a dark and stormy night when my friend and I arrive back in Nanaimo. 
I have spent most of the time reorganizing my small garage to store all the parts. 
Another trip to Victoria managed to get the parts missing or at least not able to bring in 
the first trip. 
So far I have managed to reinstall the wood sections as this was safest method of storing 
these delicate but solid parts. 
Here are some of the photos, to be named  "Before" file 

 

  

Under Restoration 
by Fred Grey 
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GET ACQUAINTED 

We’ve been together for over 26 years, and, quite soon after we met, we discovered 
that, although we came from very different backgrounds, we shared a love of British 
comedians, TV shows and, most importantly, cars. 
 
Deb was born and raised in Ottawa. She developed an early fondness for British cars 
as her Mum and Dad owned an Austin Cambridge while Deb was growing up. Her Dad 
was a fan of the Goons, Monty Python and a number of TV shows and that’s how she 
came to understand and enjoy British humour. In addition, her Dad’s best friend had a 
Lotus Europa which started Deb’s love of British sport cars. Her first boyfriend had a 
Sunbeam Hillman and she learned to drive on a Ford Anglia. Deb continued to drive 
standard shift until just recently. And when she married for the first time, Deb and her 
husband owned an MGB which lasted until her ex decided to “work” on it!! 
 
Deb was moved from the East coast to the West, and a 
few places in between, during the 30 years she spent 
working for Scotiabank. Five years in Victoria, and then 
five in Vancouver, convinced her the Island was the place 
to live. 

 
I grew up in a small fishing town in the north-east of Scotland. My Dad preferred 
Volkswagens, because in his opinion they were totally reliable – which was essential 
for his work. However, despite being away from home 5 days a week, he taught me 
the basics of how all cars worked.  
 
We had a wide selection of all of the ‘50’s and ‘60’s British cars in the town, many 
owned by parents of friends. I was 12 years old when I first saw, and fell instantly in 
love with, an E-Type Jaguar! About the same time, I noticed a neighbour’s bright red 
Sunbeam Alpine - and I was hooked on convertibles.  
 
When I joined the RAF, one friend had a Lotus Elan, another had a bug-eye Sprite, I 
attended the Burleigh Horse Trails in a pal’s TR4A and my best friend had an MGBGT. 
I drove, and helped with the routine maintenance, on all of them but, apart from a 

Editor’s Note: 
This photo was taken on Christmas Day 1980 showing Deborah with a 
friend, who was at their wedding and still friends with them both to this 
day. 
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brief flirtation with a Morris Minor convertible, I owned ‘sensible’, utterly boring 
cars.  
 
After leaving the RAF, I spent 12 years in South Africa working hard and raising 
kids. There was no question of owning a convertible, so I lived vicariously by 
attending various Car Club events. 
 
My first wife and I came to Canada in 1987 and, even when Deb and I did get 
together, the priorities were still work and family. So, more ‘sensible’ cars.  
 
However, I discovered early that Deb loved Jaguars too (for a time she drove past 
a dealership every day on her way to work). So, we agreed that when we retired, 
we’d buy a Jaguar Convertible. 
 

Deb brought me to the Island for the first time in 2006 to 
visit her uncle and aunt who still live here in Qualicum Beach. 
It was like seeing that first E-type – love at first sight, we had 
found our retirement home. 
 
We finally put the retirement plan into action at the end of 
April 2015 and arrived on the Island later that year. Although 
I remain deeply in love with E-Types, I am also a Scotsman 
and just can’t get my head around spending that much 
money for a car. The XK8 is, in our opinion, the most 
beautiful car designed by Jaguar since the E-Type – and it’s 
more comfortable. So, when in July 2016 a friend in 

Vancouver alerted us that a very low mileage, 1998, XK8 was for sale we moved 
quickly to buy it. 
 
David Kelsey brought me along to the Branch shortly after 
that. Deb and I enjoy the wonderful day trips around the 
Island, many of them trips down memory lane for her and 
voyages of discovery for me. We also had a great time on 
BATS and the Kaslo trip last year and would recommend 
trips like these to everyone as opportunities to get know 
other Members and their spouses/partners and build some 
relationships. 

 
 
 
This year has been interesting so far but we’re hoping to get 
things going again, in a limited way if necessary, before too 
long……….. 
 
 
 
 
Submitted by Jim Stewart 
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PICTURES OF YOU AND YOUR CARS 

Members Only Gallery is an excellent tool to see pictures of members and their 
cars. These are evolving galleries so Steve Roebuck needs members to send 
in pictures of yourselves and your cars. Pictures of Us may have to be updated 
if you have an old picture of yourselves in the Gallery, also you may have ac-
quired or sold a car, again Steve needs to know about this if you have photos 

in the Gallery. You can access this on the following link: www.oecc.ca/cib/
photo_gallery and scroll down to Members Only. You will have received 
User Name and Password to access this.  

SEE ALL THE FUN EVENTS WE HAVE HAD—no password needed 
Unfortunately no events together for March & April, so time to look at 

past events if you have not already done so. 

https://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery.htm 

http://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery
http://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery
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Chairperson:   Jim Stewart  Phone: 250-240-8610         Email: jstewart308@gmail.com 
 
 
Vice Chairperson: 
 
 
Past Chairperson:  Al Ramsay                Phone: 250-585-6368          Email: valandalramsay@gmail.com 
 
 
Treasurer:   Julie McKay             Phone: 250-729-1331          Email: jamckay1@shaw.ca 
  
 
Secretary:     Mike Holliday Phone: 604-341-6926 Email: oecccibsecretary@gmail.com 
 
 
Presentation         
Coordinator:   Sandy Smart  Phone: 250-729-9833          Email: jrasmart@hotmail.com 
 
 
Membership Chair:        Dale Kastanis        Phone: 778-908-7339        Email: oecccibmembers@gmail.com 
 
 
Events 
Promoter:              Malcolm Hargrave Phone: 250-741-0584         Email: malcolmh460@gmail.com 
 
 
Beano 
Newsletter:   Adèle Hedges Phone: 250-468-5828        Email: hedges.al@gmail.com 
 
 
Webmaster:     Patrick James Phone: 250-713-1698       Email: oecccib@gmail.com 
 
 
Regalia:     Marilyn Tarry  Phone: 250-591-3124           Email: oeccregalia@gmail.com 
 

OECC CIB Executive 2020        

mailto:mjstewart308@gmail.com
mailto:valandalramsay@gmail.com
mailto:mjamckay1@shaw.ca
mailto:oecccibsecretary@gmail.com
mailto:jrasmart@hotmail.com
mailto:moecccibsecretary@gmail.comail
mailto:malcolmh460@gmail.com
mailto:hedges.al@gmail.com
mailto:oecccib@gmail.com
mailto:oeccregalia@gmail.com
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Classified Page 

DISCLAIMER: The Old English Car Club (OECC) provides the classified ads in this 
publication as a service to both members and non-members wishing to advertise British 
cars, parts or services. The OECC does not verify any claims made in these ads and 
consequently assumes no responsibility for their veracity.  
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